Protestant Silesian Army
under Baner
1634

Cavalry:
Baner Cuirassier Regiment (cos)
Wedel Cuirassier Regiment (8 cos)
Hoditz Cuirassier Regiment (8 cos)
Krackau Cuirassier Regiment (8 cos)
Fels Cuirassier Regiment (8 cos)
Boy Cuirassier Regiment (8 cos)
unknown cavalry in Brandenburg (4 cos)
unknown cavalry in Pommerania (5 cos)
unknown cavalry in Mecklenburg (8 cos)

Infantry:
Lohausen Infantry Regiment (12 cos)
Karr Infantry Regiment (12 cos)
Drummond Infantry Regiment (12 cos)
Erik Anderson Infantry Regiment (12 cos)
Werder Infantry Regiment (12 cos)
Hoditz Infantry Regiment (8 cos)
unknown units detached to Brandenburg (30 cos)
unknown units detached to Pommerania (8 cos)

Dragoons:
Lohusen Dragoon Regiment (1 co)
Muller Dragoon Regiment (1 co)
Per Jonson Dragoon Regiment (4 cos)

Total Strength 23,840